Why try to predict ICU outcomes?
To describe why the prediction of ICU outcomes is essential to underpin critical care quality improvement programmes. Recent literature demonstrates that risk-adjusted mortality is a widely used and well-accepted quality indicator for benchmarking ICU performance. Ongoing research continues to address the best ways to present the results of benchmarking through either direct comparison among institutions (e.g., by funnel plots) or indirect comparison against the risk predictions from a risk model (e.g., by process control charts). There is also ongoing research and debate regarding event-based outcomes (e.g., hospital mortality) versus time-based outcomes (e.g., 30-day mortality). Beyond benchmarking, ICU outcome prediction models have a role in risk adjustment and risk stratification in randomized controlled trials, and adjusting for confounding in nonrandomized, observational research. Recent examples include comparing risk-adjusted outcomes according to 'capacity strain' on the ICU and extending propensity matching methods to evaluate outcomes of patients managed with a pulmonary artery catheter, among others. Risk models may have a role in communicating risk, but their utility for individual patient decision-making is limited. Risk-adjusted mortality has strong support from the critical care community as a quality indicator for benchmarking ICU performance but is dependent on up-to-date, accurate risk models. ICU outcome prediction can also contribute to both randomized and nonrandomized research and potentially contribute to individual patient management, although generic risk models should not be used to guide individual treatment decisions.